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This invention relates to hydraulic pumps par 
ticularly to such pumps as are used on airplanes 
as a source of motive ñuid for operating sec 
ondary motors, for example. those which actuate 
flaps, ailerons, landing gear and the like. 
YHydraulic pumps of the general type shown in 

the‘Huber Patent No. 2,433,222, issued December 
23, 1947, will deliver against a head pressure of 
say 3500 pounds per square inch, will' operate con 
tinuously at speeds of the order of 3500 R. P. M. 
and have gone into extensive commercial use. 
Because the inlet ports of this type of pump are 
open for extremely short intervals of time the 
volumetric eiñciency of the pump can be in 
creased by delivering hydraulic liquid (herein 
after called “oil”) to the pump under pressure. 
As a practical matter, however, a pressure of 10 
pounds per square inch on the inlet is approxi 
mately the maximum permissible. The inlet 
pressure is effective in the cam chamber, and act 
ing on the exposed ends of the pump plungers, re 
sists their return on the suction stroke. This re 
turn is‘produced by springs, and being impositive, 
can be delayed or even prevented. 
`In' airplanes used under severe Winter condi 

tions, the temperature of the oil used as hydraulic 
liquid will be so low and its viscosity so high when 
the motors are ñrst started that the oil must be 
put under considerable pressure by a boosterpump 
to assure feed to the hydraulic pump. In the 
types of engine heretofore used there was a warm 
up period during which the oil could be brought to 
a satisfactory Working temperature. Thus the 
hydraulic system could be put into operating con 
dition without delaying the take-off. Modern 
jet types of engine require no Warm-up period; ̀ 
They are ready for the take-off as soon as they 
are started. ' Thus, there is no period within 
which thehydraulic system can be conditioned. 
The feeder pump must have a strong initial boost 
ing effect,'and this effect must fade out as the 
oil becomes, increasingly fluid. When the oil is 
cold and viscous the boosting effect is absorbed 
by the work of feeding the oil to the intake of 
the pump, so that there is then no objectionable 
pressure rise in the cam chamber of the pump. 
However, as the oil becomes increasingly fluid, 
the pressure in the cam chamber rises. so that in 
the absence of control. a point will be reached 
at which operation of the pump is impaired. 
The present invention provides a remedy in the 

form of a pressure-responsive valve of peculiar 
form, so contrived that it is virtually indifferent 
to velocity‘head,4 and tends to close in response to 
rising pressure in the pump intake. When viscous 
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oil is fed through the valve the latter stays wide 
open because pressure beyond the valve does not 
rise. As the oil becomes more ñuid a relatively 
minor resulting increase in pressure will produce 
a substantial closing movement of the valve. The 
closing movement is so coordinated with pressure 
which causes it that the pressure developed on 
the discharge side of the valve varies only mod 
erately (say between ñve and ten pounds per 
square inch) while the pressure effective at the 
valve inlet varies widely (say between five and 
eighty pounds per square inch). 

In this way pump inlet pressure is maintained 
Within a reasonable operating range, without re 
quiring that the hydraulic system be completely 
warmed-up before the plane takes off, and with 
out undue limitation of the booster action. 
An embodiment of the invention which has 

demonstrated successful operating characteristics 
is illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in 
which: ' ‘ 

Fig. 1 shows in somewhat diagrammatic form 
the feeder pump, the regulatory valve means and 
the hydraulic pressure developing pump. 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal axial section through the _ 
regulatory valve mechanism. _ Y 

Figs. 3 and 4 are sections on the lines 3-3 and 
4-4 of Fig. 2 looking in the direction indicated 
by arrows. ' 

vRefer to Figs..2, 3 and 4. The housing of the 
control valve device comprises a main body 6 and 
a discharge connection 8. Statements of direc 
tion which will be used in the running~ descrip 
tion are based on the parts positioned as shown 
in the drawing.  The lefthand or entrance end of 
the main housing Ii is counterbored to receive the 
ñtting 'I which is threaded into it at 9 and sealed 
by a soft rubber gasket I I. The fitting 1 does not 

‘ extend the full length of the counterbore so that 
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an entrance chamber I2 is afforded. 
Leading from the chamber I2' are a number of 

bores I3. These are parallel to each other and 
to the axis of the ñtting and extend from the 
chamber I2 to a second annular chamber I 4. The 
righthand end of the housing 6 is reduced in 
diameter and threaded at I5 to receive the dis 
charge fitting 8. A sealing gasket I6 is provided. 
The ñtting 8 is pipe-threaded at I1 to receive the 
discharge connection and' is formed with a dis 
charge chamber I8 to the right of a spider I9 
which serves as a stop to> define the wide open 

f' position of the valve hereinafter described. 
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The body 6 is counterbored from the righthand 
end to provide a cylinder 2|.` This cylinder 2I 
.iSÍÍ AClosed .at its lefthand end and opens at its 



`head is approximately neutralized. 
Apose is to render the valve head responsive to 
_pressure head in chamber I8, indifferent to pres 
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righthand end into the chamber I4. To the right 
of chamber I4 are two lands 22 and 23 which de 
sirably are of the same internal diameter as the 
cylinder 2l. Between the lands 22 and 23 is an 
annular groove or channel 24. Working in the 
cylinder 2l is a cup-shaped piston 25 which car 
ries a rubber sealing ring 26 and which is biased 
to the right by a coil compression » spring 2'I 
housed in the cup portion of the piston and re 
acting on the piston to force it in a valve open 
ing direction, i. e. to the right. 
The space behind the piston 25.is vented at 

28. A threaded connection 29 is afforded, the 
purpose being to permit the attachment of a 
drain pipe. All that is necessary is that the space 
behind the piston be vented but it is convenient 
to afford a pipe connection to the oil Sump or 
reservoir so that any oil leaking past the piston 
will be returned to the sump. The >piston 25 
terminates within the chamber I4 so that a clear 
vflow passage to the land 22 is afforded. 

Extending from the right end of the piston 25 
is-arelatively slender neck 3| which carries the 
valve head 32. This takes the form of two. right 
conical surfaces connected by a peripheral cylin 
drical surface as clearly shown in the drawing. 
Extending to the right beyond the valve head 
»32 is a short stop stem 3l which engages the 
spider I0 already described in the wide open posi 
-tion of thevalve. 

-This wide open position is illustrated in Fig. 2 
and in that position the medial plane of the valve 
head ’32 bisects the chamber 24, hereinafter 
»called the reaction chamber. Since the piston 25 
4is _inserted past the lands 22 and 23 these cannot 
>»be ̀ smaller in diameter than the piston. The out 
side diameter of the valve is approximately'the 
»same as the inside diameter of the two lands. 
Thus, if the piston 25 be forced inward to the 
left, the valve head 32 will restrict flow of liquid 
between it and land 22 which thus serves as the 
-valve seat. Since the piston and the valve head 
are of substantially the same diameter, they are 
balanced with reference to any static pressure 
-existing in the chamber I4. The purpose of form 
ingthe reaction chamber 24 as an annulus of ap 
proximately semi-circular cross section is to 
cause liquid flowing between valve head 32 and 
land 22 to be deflected back against Ythe outer 
`(right-hand) side of the valve head. In this Way 
the effect of varying velocity head on the valve 
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surehead in chamber I4 and also substantial 
ly indifferent to variations of velocity head in 
all'the functional positions of the valve. 
lReferring now to Fig. 1. The feeding pump 

which may be of any suitable type, for example, a 
_gear pump, is indicated at 4 I. It draws hydraulic 
"liquid (oil) from any suitable source such as a 
sump above mentioned through a pipe 42. It dis 
charges through the pipe 43 which is threaded 
‘in theñtting 1. The drain connection which is 
threadedto the housing 6 at 29 is indicated at 
‘44. The _discharge connection is shown at 45 and 
is connected at I ‘I to the outlet ñtting 8 and leads 

"to thev intake passage of the hydraulic pressure 
,'developingpump 46 which may be of the type 
described in the above identified Huber patent 
or may be of any other type in which it is de 
sirable to limit the inlet pressure. 

‘If the unit is started up at a very low tempera 
ture so that the oil used as a hydraulic liquid 
is viscous, the pressure developed by pump 4I 

4 
will be largely dissipated in overcoming resist 
ance to flow. As a consequence only a very 
moderate pressure will be developed in the cham 
ber I8 and the valve head 32 will be in its wide 
open position or only slightly closed. As the 
oil warms up and becomes more fluid, the pump 
4I will become eiîective to develop a rising pres 
surein chamber I8. As a consequencethe valve 
32 will move to the left-and throttle the flow. 
The valve does not maintain a uniform pres 

sure in the chamber I8 but it does limit the pres 
sure toa value not exceeding the maximum per 
missible pressure in the inlet of the pump 46. 
Since the valve is indifferent to variations of 
pressure in chamber I4 and substantially indif 
ferent to variations in the rate of iiow past the 
valve 32, »it -is possible by the use of a simple 
pressure-responsive valve to hold the pressure 
variations in chamber I8 within tolerable limits. 
The configuration 4of the reaction chamber 

>shown _in Fig. _2 vaffords «satisfactory operating 
conditions but it is -anticipated'that-improved 
contours-for the chamber and possiblyalsdfor 
the Valve 32 may be developed and experiments 
are being conducted in an effort to availA of- these 
possibilities. While the mechanical construction 
of the valve has'been described in some detail 
and is preferred-the possibility of modifications 
of structure and proportion are obvious. 

I claim: . 

1. The combination of a hydraulic _pressure 
developing pump >having an intake «in which'a 
positive pressure below a predetermined maxi 
mum should be maintained; va feeding `pump 
connected to deliver liquid to said intake «and 
capable of delivering liquid at pressures above 
said maximum; and regulatory meansinterposed 
in the connection between the feeding pump» and 
said intake and comprising a valve and related 
seat having an'open» position affording free flow 
and a graduated series of ñow throttlingposi 
tions, yielding `means biasing the regulatory 
means'toward open position, and pressure mo 
tor means responsive to pressure in.. said intake 
and serving to move said regulatory means away 
from said open position to an extent which is a 
function of said pressure. 

2.1The combination deñned in claim 1 in which 
the valve moves from open toward closedposi 
tion in a direction opposite to the direction of 
liquid flow, is of a diameter approximately that 
of its seat and is bounded by two truncated~ coni 
cal surfaces arranged base to base and meet 
ing in a rim, there being on the down stream 

-' side of the seat an annular reaction channel 'on 
Which the rim of the valve is approximately cen 
tered when the valve is wide open, whereby'the 
valve is rendered substantially*indifferent-to the 
velocity head of liquid flowing between thevalve 
and seat. . '  - v 

3. The combination defined in claim 1-inl .which 
the valve and the pressure Vmotor meanshave 
substantially equal effective areas exposed in re 
spectively opposite directions to the pressure head 

' of liquid approaching the valve. 
4. The combination defined in claim 1 in which 

the valve and the pressure motor vmeans have 
substantially equal effective areas exposed in 
respectively opposite directions to the pressure 
head of liquid approaching the valve, lthe parts 
beingso arranged that the direction of closing 
movement of the valve is opposite to the direction 
of liquid ñow past the valve, said valve being 
approximatelyequal in diameter vwith _said seat 
and being »bounded vby two truncated conical 
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surfaces arranged base to base and meeting in a 
rim, there being on the down streani side or" the 
seat an annular reaction channel on which the 
rim of the valve is approximately centered when 
the valve is Wide open, whereby the valve is ren~ 
dered substantially indifferent to pressure head 
of liquid approaching the valve and to velocity 
head of liquid flowing past the valve and hence 
responsive substantially exclusively to pressure 
in said intake beyond the valve. 

5. A pressure limiting valve responsive to pres 
sure of liquid in its discharge and substantially 
indifferent to variations of the pressure of liquid 
in its inlet and to variations in the rate of íiow 
of liquid through the valve, said valve compris- i 
ing a housing having an inlet connection at one 
end and a, discharge connection at the other 
end, said housing having between its ends an 
axially arranged motor cylinder closed toward 
said entrance end, open toward said discharge 
end and vented to the exterior of the housing 
adjacent its closed end, said cylinder being sur 
rounded by flow passages which lead from the 
inlet connection to an annular manifold chamber 
adjacent the open end or" said cylinder, said hous 
ing further having, between said manifold cham 
ber and the discharge connection, an annular 
reaction chamber coaxial with and located be 
tween two lands which deñne the margins or" 
the reaction chamber and are of internal diam 
eter substantially equal to the bore of said cylin 
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6 
der; a combined valve and motor piston com 
prising a piston slidable in said cylinder and hav 
ing a neck which extends beyond the open end 
or" the cylinder through the manifold chamber, 
and carries a valve head which has reverse con 
Vex conical faces coaxial with the piston and stem 
and an annular rim at the junction or” said coni 
cal faces of a diameter approximating the in 
ternal diameter of said lands; a spring biasing 
said pistonv and valve toward said discharge 
end; and stop means serving to arrest the mo 
tion of the piston and valve under the urge of 
said spring, when the rim of the valve is between 
and approximately equi-distant from the lands. 

6. The combination defined in claim 5 in which 
the reaction chamber is approximately semi 
circular in cross section. 

MATTHEW W. HUBER. 
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